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titled:

A new Greco-Roman temple in Cyprus? A set of decorated stone details from the Latsithkia site: Reconstruction potential and research prospects

Summary:
The lecture aims to present a set of hitherto unpublished architectural elements found at the Latsithkia site, in the Limassol District. The analysis of the architectural assemblage and the stylistic homogeneity of all elements led to the conclusion that the elements were crafted for a singular architectural undertaking, most likely a temple, for which the reconstruction of its order could be proposed. Central to this inquiry is the pivotal question of whether the Latsithkia site served solely as a locus for the extraction and processing of stone or if it concurrently housed the building where these architectural elements were implemented. Further research is required to elucidate this issue, therefore, the discussion will encompass the prospective application of non-invasive methodologies in scrutinizing this archaeological site.

All Monday lectures are free and open to the public, but registration is required for access to the Zoom lecture. For registration, please, click here: https://ucy.zoom.us/meeting/register/u5ApcOuspj0uGdLX6lbjhvr_AKohg2Vln_Kb